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By artists, for artists,  
supporting all artists.

1   D'antal Sampson  
  B.A. (Hons), J.D. Candidate 
WRITER / SALES  @dantalsampson

Current uOttawa Law student, former Queen’s University student-athlete, and entrepreneur. 
D’antal has traveled the world and has his hands in many industries that are dear to his heart. 
Logistically, D’antal provides Efe Magazine with a fresh perspective and a passion for people and 
growth. He spearheads and aids in the planning and execution of many of Efe’s internal projects. 
As well, D’antal serves as a spokesperson and advocate for Efe Magazine’s vision of inclusion. With 
a passion for writing, D’antal is also an academic who brings over 7 years of research and writing 
experience to teach the history of hair.

2   Natalia Farahmand 
MAKEUP ARTIST  @desideriobeauty

Being in the industry for over fifteen years, Natalia Farahmand is the founder of Desiderio Beauty, 
DB Productions, Desiderio Beauty Cosmetics and Makeup & Crypto ™. Desiderio Beauty was 
founded in Canada but has expanded globally.

3   Joanna Gray 
PHOTOGRAPHER  @jgrayphototo

Joanna is a portrait and event photographer who has spent the last 15 years capturing the beauty 
of life and those who are in it. 

4   Keena Alwahaidi 
WRITER  @keenaalwahaidi

I knew I was meant to write stories since I could hold a pencil. Professionally, I’ve been doing it 
over the past several years. I write because I want to give people a platform to tell stories that 
otherwise are not listened to. Writing allows me to bring people together and reminds others that 
the struggles, as well as the triumphs they face are often shared by others. I have a Bachelor’s in 
English and a Master of Media in Journalism and Communication. 

“No matter who you are or where you come from, let’s dream big and dream hard. Despite the 
hardships of the preceding year, take time to find simplicity in the everyday - you deserve to 
cherish the good moments”.

5   Ky'ana Sampson 
WRITER  @_kyxx

I fell in love with writing at a very young age, being an avid reader and spending my summers read-
ing the days away, pushed me in the direction of putting my ideas on paper and watching them 
come to life.   With over 10 years of experience writing anything from poetry to think pieces to 
journaling, EFE has helped me find and share my voice in such a fulfilling way. Writer, creative and 
student of everything life has to offer, I’m here to uplift, motivate and help build community.

6   Brian Cafua 
GUEST CONTRIBUTOR  @brianprimetime

Brian Cafua, An industry veteran. Brian has over 17 years of barbering, 7 of which he has owned 
and operated one of the most prestigious barber shops in the GTA.  He knows what happening 
with hair long before it really hits the streets
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Have you ever been lost? I have. And I don’t know about you but GPS  
or No GPS I literally need to have silence. I mean, music down,  
no conversation. No wipers. It’s almost like the noise effects my ability to  
see and I can’t find anything… I feel like this is true not only when driving, 
but also when you feel lost in day-to-day life. In order to find your way,  
you must first silence the world. 

For the first time in my life, I truly feel like I belong in all the spaces I occupy. 
I know that I have found home in this season of my life. Looking back allows 
me to appreciate the past seasons that allow me to be here. I have learned 
that the only way to make progress is knowing what you want to do.  
And once you know that, only do things that contribute or get you closer  
to “that.”

At 21 I went to cosmetology school. Not because I wanted to, but because 
everyone wanted me to be doing something they could talk about. What a 
nightmare. I lasted two months and then dropped out and vowed to never 
do hair again. I wasn’t ready. but I allowed the noise of the world to dictate 
my direction. Their time was not my time… When I was ready, I went back, 
and there started the beginning of everything.  

Like many of you, I’ve grown up in the industry, and getting to this season 
of my life has been nothing short of a wild adventure. Going from behind 
the chair to Editor, I think it’s fair to say over the past 20 years I’ve humbly 
earned my place. Yet it’s interesting to see other’s reactions to the success 
they feel I don’t deserve. So, I ask you, I ask everyone. When was the last 
time you did something spectacular? If you have to think about it, even for a 
second, never question or envy another’s success, go out and do something. 

The most endearing compliment I have ever received in my life came from 
my son… He said " not everyone can do what you do and you make it look 
easy" Instant tears… I’ve realized that, that’s true of everyone. I challenge you 
to find your “not everyone can do what you do." Master it, cherish it, share it. 

I’m loving this season of my life. I don’t have it all figured out, but I’m having 
a really good time. I know that the only limit you have are the ones you put 
on yourself. I’m learning to remove all my limitations. I often struggle with 
being a hairstylist or editor. I’ve been told often I can't do both. But why not? 
Truth is, given the chance, a hairdresser can do anything. I mean hairdressing 
is part of my soul, it’s not going anywhere. But currently what I love most 
is opportunities we are giving all of you while creating an inclusive beauty 
experience for generations to come.

So, as I work through this season of life preparing for my next. I am grateful 
to no longer be lost, but know that I am still finding my way. And finding my 
way has never been so joyous. 

editorLETTER FROM OUR

ANDREA SAMPSON, EDITOR // 416.476.9900 //  
andreasampson@efemagazine.com  //  

 @andreasampsonefemagazine

Andrea Sampson
Addressing hair by texture not race. 

Today,  
I start again.

Photo: Andrea Sampson
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HOUSE  
OF GUCCI 
Live Screening  

with @joicocanada
After almost two full years of not attending industry events, 

on December 3rd 2021, Efe Magazine made their way out 
to attend our first indoor event. Not going to lie, we were 
taken aback for a moment, as we contemplated whether 

or not we should attend. With all the new variants and the 
fearmongering on the News, staying home was looking really 

good to us. But you know what looked even better… Seeing 
our peers. Our industry peeps. Feeling that energy. Catching 
that vibe. Nothing matches that. We were invited to a private 

screening of the movie House of Gucci. A full red-carpet 
experience. It was hosted at the Scotia Bank Theatre, where 

we got to connect with 60 of our closest industry friends, 
sipping cocktails while catching up. It didn’t take long at all 

to feel right at home. If you haven’t yet seen House of Gucci, 
we highly recommend it, great movie. But our favourite parts 
were the many hair styles of the beautiful Lady Gaga. Frederic 
Aspiras, joico’s celebrity stylist, recreated all the retro looks of 
those eras and he was spot on. Hair is such a work of art and 
he did it perfectly each time. Kudos to him. And thank you to 
Joico for getting us out and reconnecting us with the world 

that we so love. Cheers to the rebirth of indoor events.  

We are hosting the industry’s first Roller skating education event…  
AND we’re taking it retro with and 80’s theme. 

When: Monday March 7th, 2022    Time: 11 am to 5 pm
Where: Scooters Roller Palace, 2105 Royal Windsor Drive , Mississauga, ON

Tickets: $40 each

LIVE DJ • FOOD TRUCKS • SWAG BAGS • PRIZES AND MORE!

Education and movement at it's finest!

A day of speed learning – Learn from some of the industry’s  
biggest influencers and top brands 

with magazine

Credit: MGM
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Our Contributors are our voices - they seek and speak every truth, bringing 
out the raw and real of the beauty industry. This year, to keep things exciting 
we will be inviting guest contributors each issue to bring forth leading 
trends, industry news and of course inspiration.

It is our pleasure to introduce Brian Cafua, An industry veteran. Brian has 
over 17 years of barbering experience; 7 of which he has owned and operated 
one of the most prestigious barber shops in the GTA. He knows what’s 
happening with hair long before it really hits the streets.

Breaking  
         Boundaries

Gender Fluidity
The hair industry is moving 
away from gender; embracing 
gender fluidity, while 
combining both barbers and 
hairstylists. With that, we’re 
bringing back 90s looks all 
over again. I’m talking natural 
flow, mullets, bright colors and 
low maintenance looks. 

After being in the industry for 17 years, it’s pretty interesting to see how trends have evolved while 
coming full circle. If you’re someone who likes to try new hairstyles, 2022 is the year for you! 

Follow  
@brianprimetime on 
Instagram for more 
of the up’s up in the 

barber show 

2022 MEN'S HAIRSTYLE TRENDS

Mullets
While the mullet has always 
been a staple, bringing this 
old school look back to life in 
2022 is a more edgy, daring 
and sharp kind of feel. The 
focus is on the sides - a high 
and tight taper creating a 
bold contrast to enhance this 
iconic style. 

Low Maintenance 
Looks
Another staple is the buzz cut. 
This can range from high and 
tight fades to short textured, 
“get up and go” looks. The era 
we’re moving (back) into is a 
rugged, laid back, minimalistic 
feel. 

Block Parties 
Blocks parties are back, 
but make it neon. In 2022, 
you can expect to see neon 
colored hair on buzz cuts as 
well as a more natural flow. 
Don’t be surprised if you see 
color blocking too. The mix 
of bold and contradictory 
colors are part of breaking 
the barriers in upcoming  
hair trends.

BY  BRIAN CAFUA

The Journey was more than education - it was a full on 
experience. Thaddeus Jayaseelan is the brains and the creator 
behind it all. 2 days of education, 6 Educators, and over 9 
hours of inspiration. From the moment you approached the 
building there was absolute class. The Journey was held at the 
Pinklablonde in Montreal, Quebec. Hundreds of stylists and 
barbers gathered to experience the first ever Journey. And that 
they did from the product layout, to the food, and the evening 
entertainment of dance and art. 

THE JOURNEY
T H A D D E U S  J A Y A S E E L A N

SPONSORED BY:

Here’s what he had to say: 
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Day one was reserved for an immersive 
experience and book release of HAIR 
ARCHITECTURE. HAIR ARCHITECTURE 
is a technical book simplified to have students 
understand the absolute fundamentals of 
men's hairstyling.  It took a year for Thad to 
construct his program and create his book, 
which he released twice. Once at The Journey 
and once online line for 24 hours. The book sold 
out. Not to worry though, he will be restocked 
for 2022. Day one was also an art installation. 
Thad had 11 mannequins with different skin 
tones, hair texture and hairstyles. There were 
also 10-minute round table discussions and 
demonstrations. The educators involved were: 
Thaddeus Jayaseelan, Hugo LeBlanc,  
Alex Michael , PinklaBlonde, Victoria Hunter, 
and Matt Couto.

Day two was reserved for education. A full  
day to focus on all aspects of the hair culture.  
A very new approach to education. The seminars 
offered that day were:

1.  Architecture of haircutting: Demo on 
Technical Men’s Hairdressing

2.  Social Media Strategy: Focusing on How to 
Build a Following and How Important it is to 
Grow Your Career

3.  Step Up Your Colour:  Focusing on Lightning 
and Toning For Blondes 

4.  Business Mapping: How to build and grow 
your business whether you're a business 
owner or a person working in a salon/shop   

Attendees left inspired and ready to try new 
things. We are proud to be a part of the positive 
changes happening within the beauty space. 
Congratulations to Thad and his team for an 
event well done. 

Before we left we asked Thad what inspires him:

“I’m inspired by other people devoting their lives to 
a craft they love. I’m inspired by different cultures 
which is why I travel.  I’m inspired by art and how 
people are taking their passion to the next level”. 

So, cheers to taking your passion to the next 
level.
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F E B R U A RY 2 0 2 2

I came across a very inspiring woman who was the  
first black, female newspaper editor in North American 
history and the first woman publisher in Canada. 
Mary Ann Shadd - born October 9, 1823 in enslaved 
Delaware, USA to activist parents who provided 
housing for people fleeing slavery via the Underground 
Railroad. This was a dangerous undertaking as helping 
freedom seekers was punishable. Mary Ann Shadd 
moved to Canada to escape slavery and encourage 
other freedom seekers to emigrate to Canada. She 
was the publisher and journalist for The Provincial 
Freedom which was first printed on March 24, 1853. 
This included success stories of Black persons living 
successfully in Canada. The newspaper wrote about 
anti-slavery and even promoted women’s rights. She 
was a teacher and established a school that integrated 
Black refugees as she strongly opposed segregated 
schools for Black children. Mary Ann Shadd knew the 
power of words and writing and used this as a medium 
for her advocacy. She returned to the U.S. when the 
Civil War broke out. She attended Howard University 
in the evenings and was one of the first Black women 
to complete a law degree in 1883. Her advocacy for 
rights for all people continued and she became a strong 
voice in the Women’s Suffrage Movement, publishing 
and giving public speeches. It became her passion to 
encourage African Americans to work together to 
recover from the era of slavery. If you search Mary 
Ann Shadd she is described as an “educator, advocate, 
publisher, writer, editor, lawyer, slavery abolition” and 
much more. She was honoured as a Person of National 
Significance in Canada in 1994 and is cited for giving 
Black people a voice and strongly advocating for 
women’s rights. Mary Ann Shadd was wise beyond  
her years and has left a legacy that I am especially 
moved by. 

 

M
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BY  MARCI  MAWRYCZEW Black  
History 
Month

Art by Adeyemi Adegbesan (also known as Yung Yemi)  
on Mackenzie House 82 bond street Toronto
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Lift  
Every  
Voice

Lift Every Voice

Chadwin Bartley found himself sitting at home watching daytime television 
shows when he was let go of his last job. 

Hair, alongside his marketing skills, got him on his feet again and allowed 
him to immerse himself in the industry - describing himself as a “serial 
entrepreneur type.” 

“There’s no limit or cap on the hair industry,” he explained. “There’s so 
much room for you to be and do whatever you want regardless of who is  
at the helm or the control of different manufacturers or distributors.” 

At the same time, he says that there can be “limitations based on the colour 
of your skin.” He points out that hairstylists and barbers are so grassroots 
when you start to view the hair industry from a corporate perspective. 

“Industry leaders are seeing it from a corporate sense... We’re not seeing 
 the bureaucracy of corporate Canada or corporate America.” 

In his own work, Bartley is focusing on the newest opening of his school., 
serving marginalized and racialized youth of Brampton and the GTA.  
The school aims to not only show the ways of barbering to young people, 
but to use it as a skill to deal with other life skills and situations. 

“We use barbering as a tool to help train people in communication, 
accounting, money management, respect, punctuality,” he said. “And 
barbering is our vehicle that we use to drive these key points home.” 

As a photographer, Cree 
Barrocks enjoyed the process 
of getting models ready for 
shoots. It was then that she 
discovered her love for hair - 
above all things. “I found that I 
loved hair more than anything 
that I put my hands to,” she said. 
After taking an updo course, she 
ultimately enrolled in hair school 
right away. It was a passion that 
existed in her all along. 

CHADWIN BARTLEY 
CB Squared and CO 

@chadwinbartley

CREE BARROCKS  
The Kuhler bar  
@creebarrocks 

Barracks, who specializes in hair colour, said that there aren’t that many 
Black hairstylists who specialize in hair colour in Toronto. “This expertise is 
mostly dominated by white stylists,” she explained. Clients would base my 
capabilities based on the colour of my skin. I had to stop posting photo of 
myself and just my work on my social media pages in order to get the  
clientele I wanted. 

Segregation in the hair industry to Barrocks is mostly apparent in 
advertising. She points out that much of hair advertising is dominated 
by white models, and places like Walmart will separate certain hair care 
products from others - labelling them “ethnic.” 

“At the end of the day if I’m a hairstylist, I should be able to do all hair  
types,” pointed out Barrocks. “All of the haircare products should be 
together, it shouldn’t be separated.” It’s a difference that she said . 

Looking forward, Barrocks is excited to bring about her education sector 
to her company, saying it’ll introduce education for stylists to learn how 
to colour naturally textured hair. She cited the fact that hair schools and 
textbooks often teach how to colour hair on straight, non-porous hair.  
“It’s a matter of the desire of the stylist to want to learn.” 

BA
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Lift Every Voice Lift Every Voice

As a kid, it was normal 
for Muaaz Mohamed 
to visit the barber 
shop with his dad and 
brothers. The pastime 
made him see hair in 
a different way. “I just 
took a liking and I kind 
of got interested in how 
barbers did it. I was like, 
‘Let me teach myself.’”

MUAAZ MOHAMED 
Salon Kreative East 

@dekidcutz

At Salon Kreative East, the self-taught barber said he doesn’t work with a  
lot of black barbers. Still, the attractive thing about the industry as a whole  
is how diverse it can be.

“There are people from so many different cultures,” Mohamed said.  
He describes it as a multicultural space - a place where he feels welcomed 
and accepted. 

When it comes to training stylists, he said the industry should invest in  
more education for younger barbers and make it easier and more accessible. 

In particular, he recalls when he first started cutting hair, he had black 
clientele whose “hair texture was much different than straighter hair.” 
Regardless of what he was taught, Mohamed said that with more practice,  
he began perfecting his form on different hair types the more time went on. 

The best thing Muaaz Mohamed knows how to do in the salon is to make 
his clients feel listened to. “I like to converse with my clients a lot,” said 
Mohamed. “Especially if it’s someone who doesn’t know what to do with 
their hair.” 

“I’ll ask them very specific questions on how they want their hair done. 
A lot of guys when it’s their first time coming to a nice barbershop, they 
really have no idea what to do with their hair. I feel like I give them that first 
experience where it’s like, ‘Wow, someone really cares about my hair.’”

BA
R
B
E
R

Hair wasn’t always Sheniese Charles’ profession. She was in banking for 
around 10 years before making the switch. When changes were occurring at 
the bank she worked for, she decided to make the leap into haircare. “I said, 
‘you know what? I want to make that jump - to make my hobby basically  
my profession.’”

When Charles started working at her old salon, she pointed out that she 
was the only black stylist. She started realizing that if a black client came in, 
they would automatically be put in her chair first. 

“To me, in my mind, hair is hair,” she said. “Yes, there’s different textures  
of hair… but essentially it’s hair.” 

The same would apply to people who wanted certain haircuts: fades, curly 
hair and everything in between. “You just become so used to what things  
are and how they work, you don’t even take it on as racism.” 

Charles is skilled with all hair types, and said that if you’re a stylist you 
should be able to approach all kinds of hair - even if your techniques are 
different. 

Still, she mentioned she appreciates the upcoming diversity that includes 
black stylists on social media. She said there’s more of an effort showcasing 
those talents and creativity, and during down time through the pandemic 
she’s noticed it more and more. “I do see that we are being highlighted a bit 
more on some of the bigger platforms.” 

SHENIESE CHARLES 
Hair by Reema 
@nieseyshairST
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Kirk Tulloch witnessed the art of hair when he realized the value in it:  
“I didn’t think of taking it up as a profession or a job until I saw people,  
kids in my area doing it and making money from it and I thought, ‘shoot,  
this is actually an option,’” he said. “I’m also artistic and I figured I would  
be able to do the same thing.” 

“Our industry is interesting, because when it comes to barbering it hasn’t been 
a respected profession,” he added. “A lot of people look at it as a job or hobby.”

In his experience barbering, Kirk said that people can make assumptions 
about race without even noticing it. He touches on times when properties 
wouldn’t want to rent a space to their salon after checking out who they 
were online - even after confirming how decent their financials are. 

Tulloch recalls a specific scenario he encountered once: “One lady especially, 
she was typing while she was talking to me because she was looking us up. 
She said there was a space available in that building.” Once she pulled up 
their website, she retracted her statement. 

In terms of representation of black barbers, Tulloch said that some of the 
greatest artists in the industry aren’t “highlighted in a public forum or 
media,” very often. He mentions this is very much due to many of them not 
being on social media - a platform that determines a lot of success for many 
in the industry. 

But being a black barber is the advantage that he thinks most people don’t 
realize. “Textured hair is the most difficult hair to style and cut, you’re 
usually good at everything else.”

If you begin there, Tulloch said “everything else is easier.” 

“Most black barbers,” he said, “can do anything.”

KIRK TULLOCH  
Onyxhands  
@onyxhands 

AISHA LOOBIE  
Crown N Glory  

@the.aisha.experienceBA
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“I’m very focused and I know exactly what it is that I want to do,” Loobie 
said about her years in haircare. “I was always around black women, and 
I also feel like the hair that I do is separate from the industry because the 
industry is so white.” 

In particular, she notices whiteness when certain brands do events: many 
aspects are targeted towards those with straight hair. Especially techniques 
and products. And while she feels that the industry can be segregated, 
Loobie also said that the industry is changing - slowly, if anything.  
She sees it directly in the classes she teaches. 

“In these classes, the stylists who are white are so interested and so  
hands-on,” she said. “They have so many questions, and I don’t feel like  
I’m separate from them. They’re just as eager to learn about hair as I am.” 

While she already educates, she said that she feels that she doesn’t do it 
enough. “I think that I’d really focus on educating more, and maybe reaching 
out to salons and getting the education out there.” 

Teaching others is as much part of her as hair is. Loobie said that everything 
she does is very purpose-driven, a calling that creates passion in her life.  
“I literally feel like I was put on this planet to do this,” she said. 

"...I also feel like the hair that I 
do is separate from the industry 

because the industry is so white.” 
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Before Mykael Jackman was a hair master, he wasn’t aware he had the gift  
in him. “I had a natural ability for it that I didn’t realize was there.” When he 
was 11, he had a cousin who taught him to braid: a hobby he said he became 
“obsessed with.” 

With over 30 years of experience in the industry, he’s found challenges 
pertaining to showcasing what he can do despite his skin colour. “Just the 
fact that you’re black, in some cases until you prove yourself it’s a different 
level of judgement you have to go through.” 

Jackman recognizes that the industry, while it’s different today than in the 
past, was a place where some of that judgment was evident. “When I would 
have somebody in my chair that wasn’t black, I’ve seen all of sudden that 
they were a lot more picky.”

“I would look over and see other stylists just whipping through things,”  
he explained. 

He said that when he gives advice to students, his best feedback is to  
be well-rounded in a slew of different hair types. 

“It’s great to specialize in a particular area, that’s usually one of the best 
ways to push your career forward,” he said. “But because of experience 
and because how I was cultured in some areas, I was able to master many 
different areas which you don’t really get very often.” 

MYKAEL JACKSON  
Jackman’s Hair Co.  

@mykaeljackmanhair BA
R
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Growing up in what she describes as a predominantly white neighborhood 
of B.C., Gillian Tudor said that she’d immediately see the panic on stylists’ 
faces when she entered a salon. 

“They were terrified of me and my hair,” she said. “They’d have no idea what 
to do.” When she was 18, she was encouraged to go to hairdressing school so 
that she could help people with hair like hers to “stop being traumatized.” 

Tudor initially began her career in Barbados, where her dad is from. After 
high school, she was trained there and assisted at a salon. She said it was her 
first experience being in an all-black community with people of all hair types 
and patterns - somewhere she said was a great place to start. 

Up until the last salon she worked at, Tudor said she had worked in mostly 
all white salons -  often being the only person of colour. 

While she says the dynamic in salons is changing, she said that the norm is 
that black people mostly work at black salons. “There’s the odd one that I 
would walk into that would have a person of colour – not necessarily black 
but maybe somebody who is biracial, or latino.” 

Tudor says her strongest skill is working with curl, but it’s also about helping 
others “embrace what they were given, and to see that what grows out of 
their head is beautiful and that it’s worth celebrating.”

“You don’t have to try and fit in,” she said. “We try to fit in for so long and  
I think that needs to end. I think we should just be able to be ourselves and 
be accepted.” 

GILLIAN TUDOR  
TextureThis 
@gillzcurlzST
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Lift Every Voice Lift Every Voice

CRAIG HUTCHINSON  
Miami Fades  

@ceejayy_dabarberBA
R
B
E
R

Craig Hutchinson is only 17, but he knew he wanted to cut hair earlier in  
his teens when barbers didn’t cut his hair right. “When it came to my hair, 
my hair was a little harder for them to do so they kept messing it up.” 

When it bothered him enough, those moments made him want to learn 
what he could create on himself and others. That’s when Hutchinson began 
to watch YouTube haircutting tutorials in an attempt to teach the craft to 
himself. Now, he works at Miami Fades while balancing school in the process. 

“If you’re a certain colour, most people don’t want you cutting their hair,”  
he said. “I’ll be in the barbershop, and a guy walks in and asks to get his 
haircut. The receptionist tells him to come to me to get his haircut,  
and he’ll be like: ‘No, it’s okay, I’ll just go somewhere else.’”

Regardless, when clients do sit in his chair, Hutchinson treats them to  
the full experience: “I like to have fun with my clients,” he said, “and make 
sure they feel comfortable while I’m cutting their hair.” 

For now, Hutchinson continues to master the art of the fade at the salon, 
and even thinks about designing his own hair tools in the future –  an idea  
he got from a client who suggested he design his very own clippers. 

"If you are of a certain colour, 
most people dont want you  

cutting their hair..."

ZERMARLA WALCOTT 
Cloud 9 Curls  

@zermarla ST
Y
LI

ST

Although her first job in the industry was as a receptionist at a salon, 
Zermarla Walcott said being in hair was a career path that was often 
discouraged by family members and various people around her. They 
thought she could do better. 

She said she never “took it seriously” until she started wearing her natural 
curls out after she finished university. Through that journey, Walcott was 
doing her own research to understand textured hair - which she does at 
Cloud 9 Curls. It pushed her to “take herself seriously.” 

Education is vital to her and her clients. Since the information is hard to 
find, Walcott said she prides herself in teaching others the care and keeping 
of natural curls. 

“I had to teach myself, and I’m also in the position to teach my co-workers,” 
she said.

In general, she doesn’t see herself represented in the industry enough.  
Not learning about individual hair texture feels “at a loss for that,” she said. 
“There’s a bad stigma in terms of textured hair and the client sitting in my 
hair having traumatic experiences from that.” 

She points out that there’s discrimination when it comes to this - only 
because many stylists haven’t been taught to groom hair that isn’t curly  
or textured. 

“It’s like curly hair’s a niche, or textured hair’s a niche and it shouldn’t have 
to be a niche, being that the majority of people have textured hair,” she 
pointed out. 

She wants clients to love their hair as it is: “Clients find me through social 
media because I promote curly hair transformations and women embracing 
their curly hair.” 
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“I come as one, but 
stand for 1000”

Black artists… It is time for you to step into your power. Stop allowing the industry to dictate your strengths. Know that right now 
we are BLACK HISTORY in the making so let’s make it worth taking about. 

WE are asking the industry to stop limiting our talents based on what they are comfortable with and see what we are really actually 
capable of. We ask that you not get lost in our complexion but in our minds. We should not have to wonder if we are the right 
minority, standing at the right time, trying to discover where we fit. Asking ourselves “am I being too black?” Am I not being black 
enough? Changing our hair, our outfits and our accents to accommodate you. But that all changes to today! And there are two parts.

BLACK ARTISTS: 

Let’s start being recognized for our talents by putting ourselves out there. We need to be present in all areas of beauty. Not just the 
beauty that we’re comfortable with. Let’s make education a priority to teach and attend it. Let’s be open to learning more than we 
currently know. Let us introduce ourselves to a side of the industry that we don’t know. 

To the black artists that are being recognized. Be ready, be really ready to accept the responsibilities that come with being a black 
leader. Be ready to not be the only black face in the room. Be ready to share this space. Be ready to share your knowledge and bring 
forth new black talent. And do it with total conviction, not being afraid to lose your current, so called “place.”  It is time we Let the 
industry know that we're coming.

INDUSTRY:

First off, thank you to the leaders that have seen past our skin colour and saw our ability to be great. You are a big part of creating 
change. Going against the grain isn’t easy. And it’s time to welcome new talent.

Respect what is shared and allow us to teach us. Be open to hiring black artists who specialize in texture to teach texture.  
It is something we have mastered for years and one class does not make anyone more of an expert to teach.

Allow us to see ourselves in you. Your advertisements, your products and your events. 

We cannot stand on a stage if the steps are not made available for us to walk up. So, to the Janet Jackson’s, the Naeemah Lafond’s, 
the Sharon Mudavanhu’s and the Lebert Blackstock’s… 

Thank you for creating those steps. We ask that you create more.  

We are ready… 

In closing…  To my Black artists, If you are currently making it and you are regularly given the opportunity to come forth, know that 
when you come as one, you are standing for 1000. So, stand firm, stand strong, and most importantly stand with the confidence 
others may not have and help bring them forward. 

- Maya Angelou

I know it’s not easy try to be a part of an industry that has isolated us for so 
long. The Beauty space has always been a segregated environment. Black, 
White, Asian etc. Up until now, discomfort gracefully lead the way. Blonde 
hair, blues eyes, pink lips and rosy cheeks were the world’s standards for 
beauty. We knew nothing else, so we did only what we knew, and that was to 
blend in, to be as small as we could be, and try our best not be seen, heard or 
acknowledged. Our jobs were to be grateful for the little space we were given. 
And within that space, regardless of our accomplishment, the industry sees 
us as second best. They have put us in a box of “we can only do this,” which 
dictates our growth, our confidence and our experiences. When in actuality, 
when included we bring a new aura, new dynamic, new energy. Let’s stop 
thinking we are lucky to be around and know that we definitely belong.  
We are worthy. We are worthy of recognition, high pay grades and more 
opportunity than the one class we are given to teach.

DEAR BLACK INDUSTRY

"... it is time for you to  
step into your power."

Photo credit:  
O’Neal Mcintosh  
@Oktobre_kreativ  
Model: Dakota Mcintosh  
@dakotamcintoshh
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I like the kind of hair that stands up and fights for its rights

The kind of hair that makes people stare

I like the kind of hair that makes a statement

The kind of hair that makes you feel strong, fierce and vulnerable all at once

I like the kind of hair that’s perfectly imperfect

Hair that has a mind of its own

My hair protects me

Gives me strength

Takes me back to the roots

Not a soul could change my mind about an Afro

An afro is like wearing your heart on your sleeve 
Cutting and strutting through change

It is a force to be reckoned with

Wild yet tame

Bold yet grounding 

My afro is not for “crazy hair day’ at school

And frankly I am tired of saying “Don’t touch my hair”

Strands of perfectly kinked and coiled hair

Like a crown, I hold my head up

Small or big no matter the color, shape or size

This is your reminder to walk with pride

 CrownNatural
BY  KY'ANA SAMPSON

MY AFROIndia Arie wrote a song called “I am not my hair.”  
But if we are not our hair, then who are we?  

I pose this question as black women all around 
the world are subject to stereotypes based on 

how they wear their hair. So, I ask, is our hair not 
an expression of ourselves? A feeling or display of 

our current state? I think what we are not, is the 
interpretation of what you think our hair is. 
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My
AFRO

My
AFRO
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Men’s grooming is often misunderstood and overlooked. However, 
a great shift of perception with men’s grooming and skin care has 
created a beautiful characteristic of being inclusive. The most 
common topics with men’s grooming are related to every day 
grooming and the best skin care routines. However, the biggest 
question is how to take your look up a notch without the appearance 
of being “too done”?

These days, the art of barbering is more than just a haircut and 
a clean shave. Men’s grooming goes beyond this once the cut is 
complete; it requires a daily regimen. Your face makes an important 
first impression. Basic men’s grooming will help with highlighting all 
its wonderful features. Here’s an effective daily routine to keep your 
skin looking and feeling fresh:

BY  NATALIA FARAHMAND
[OWNER @DESIDERIOBEAUTY ]

1 CLEANSE YOUR FACE

Ideally, it is recommended to wash your face twice daily, once in the 
morning and at the end of your day. As a weekly routine, a suitable 
face scrub will be great to gently exfoliate and remove any dead cells. 
It is essential the keep your skin at its best. Cleansers can be chosen 
based on your skin needs.

2 TONE

This can be optional, as this step can benefit wonders. For those 
with sensitive skin, toner aids in soothing skin of any redness or 
discomfort. Other benefits of using toner include the appearance of 
tighter more rejuvenated skin, minimizing pores, removing excess 
oil, and aiding skin in staying hydrated and retaining added moisture. 

3 DON’T FORGET YOUR SUNSCREEN!

Protecting your skin is a long-term goal and gradually over time 
we see the benefits pay off. Proof of this is the anti-aging, and sun 
spot reduction functions of sunscreen use. In many cases, you can 
combine this step with your moisturizer as some products already 
include the SPF. 

4 MOISTURIZE

Skincare is part of a healthy lifestyle, so the right moisturizer has 
the ability to exude your healthy glow. Dry flakey skin is rarely a 
fashion statement, so ensure you are giving your face the correct 
hydration. There are so many formulas of moisturizers for each skin 
type, whether you have acne prone, dry, or sensitive skin. Ensuring 
you don’t skip this crucial step, will keep your skin looking youthful 
while enjoying a smooth shave, and minimized razor bumps. The 
drier the skin, the more chance of an irritated barber experience. 
For those with luscious beards, a beard oil or serum is advised to 
keep facial hair looking hydrated.  Our recommendations: All natural 
Prickly Pear Serum is incredible for hydration and sensitive skin recovery 
[@farmacyforlife], or a suitable water-based moisturizer based on your 
personal skin needs. These have proven to be effective for most skin types.

5 UNDER EYES

Daily life can reflect in tired eyes in combination with dryness.  
Under eyes consists of one of the thinnest areas of skin on the face, 
so we must care for it. Eliminate dark circles and puffiness with an 
eye cream, or roll on serum. Keeping this area hydrated enhances 
skin nourishment and prevents dullness. 

For special events or those who want to go the extra mile to look good an 
additional technique is to remove excess shine, cover blemishes, and perfect 
our eyebrows. 

  If you find you get oily often and want to minimize some shine 
throughout your day, lightly dust translucent setting powder to help 
matte your t-zones and any other unwanted high shine areas. To look as 
natural as possible, the finer the setting powder the more seamless the 
appearance. Our recommendation: Ben Nye Colorless Powder Neutral Set. 

  No skin is perfect. Some have dry or oily skin, some have discoloration and 
some are acne prone. Having blemishes can affect our mood, but while we 
wait for the healing process a minor cover up with a bit of concealer can save 
the day. Remember to always cleanse and moisturize first! Using one shade 
lighter than your skin tone, apply using your finger [natural body heat] to 
melt that product into your skin just to your blemish area. This will cover up 
the redness beautifully. Our recommendations: Too Faced or Nars Concealer.

  Finalizing your cut and fresh skin, eyebrows play a great role in facial 
expression. We always love to include an eyebrow trim to complete the 
look. As with all hair, there are growth cycles. Maintaining bi-weekly or 
monthly brow trims keep your hair the correct uniform length, without 
that odd one we’ve all found awkwardly sticking out of place.

Personal grooming and self-care for everyone boosts a new level 
confidence. Men should not be intimidated to simply take care themselves. 
Skin care is universal lifestyle and is essential to our routines. What is often 
looked past can make a world of a difference. As many things in this life, less 
is more when it comes to men’s grooming. A simple skin care schedule and 
minor touch ups when needed will have you looking and feeling refreshed. 

MEN'S 
GROOMING

To learn more, please visit us on social media 
platforms @DESIDERIOBEAUTY and website 
www.desideriobeauty.com. Inquire about our 
Desiderio Beauty classes, virtually or in person.

MODEL: MATTHEW @STILLWATERALCHEMY
PHOTO: YVENY @MIXNPIXENTERTAINMENT
DIGITAL AGENCY: PAX @PAXTECHSERVICES
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THE BEAUTY OF

CREATING THE CHANGES IN BEAUTY TODAY  
FOR A BETTER TOMORROW.
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S P O T L I G H T

      Dee Kapadiya There are a lot of things that Dee Kapadiya does best on social media. But 
her best advice for being successful online is to “show your authentic self.” 

“People will connect to you,” she explained. “The more people will 
connect to you, the more they understand you, the better they feel close 
to you. Then, you’ll see more connections with your followers - that’s the 
most important thing right now.” 

Kapadiya would know a thing or two about being herself on social media. 
Her Instagram page page has more than 30k followers, and her posts are 
dedicated to her designs, her passion for fashion and her love for making 
people beautiful. 

But before creating clothes, she wasn’t so sure her life would end up as  
a mogul in fashion. 

Although she was interested in fashion at a young age, she revealed that 
she wanted to be a doctor growing up - but was always in touch with her 
creative side. Still, she wasn’t sure how to go about it or that she could 
make a prosperous career out of it. 

When a friend’s cousin, who was studying fashion design at the time, 
came to visit her town of Bilaspur, India, Kapadiya realized that her 
interest in fashion could amount to something big. 

Although she realized she could design clothes as a career, she admits that 
it’s more difficult than she initially thought. “Being creative is one thing,” 
she said. “Running a business - especially a fashion business, is a whole 
different ideal.” 

While these apprehensions posed as small obstacles, they didn’t hinder 
Kapadiya from exploring what she loved to do. 

Later, Kapadiya moved to Mumbai to study textile science and fashion 
design. But after gaining the technical skills, she didn’t become a fashion 
designer the moment she stepped out of school. 

BY  KEENA ALWAHAIDI

PHOTOGRAPHY: ISABELLA VILLANI PHOTO, THE STORYTELLER, TIRATH SHERGILL    HAIR AND MAKEUP: TANYADEE ARTISTRY, IRENE BROTTO, ZUHRA MAKEUP STUDIO
MODELS: NEHA PELIA, ALESSIA D'AMBROGIA, BENITA R, THENUJAA KUMAR    JEWELRY: PRE BY SOIREE, SAPPHIRE HUT     FLORAL BOUQUET: ANANDAS
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Hungry for work, she began working in the field as a merchandiser, 
although the specific job she chose wasn’t her ideal one. It was a foot  
in the door, to say the least. 

“Whatever was available, I just went and did that. Even though in the  
back of my mind I’m thinking, ‘I should be doing designing,’ because  
that’s what I honestly loved but I didn’t know how to go about doing it.” 

Kapadiya followed that line of work even after immigrating to Canada. 
Before moving on to bigger things, she reveals that being a merchandiser 
was what taught her the most valuable skills like the production and the 
backend of the fashion industry. 

When she had those aspects down pat, she sat down and got real with 
herself. She thought: “This is the time I really want to come up with all  
the ideas that I have in me and show to the world what I can give them, 
and what I can create.” 

And that’s just what she does today. Her self-titled brand, Dee Kapadiya, 
is size and body inclusive and focuses on making sustainable clothes for 
every person. 

At the start, she says her biggest flaw was being too much of a 
perfectionist, becoming “too particular” about the way certain products 
should look. 

As time went on, she realized that being perfect wasn’t going to come as 
easily as she thought. Her advice? “Do your best and put it out there and 
see how things will look after that.” 

In her own words, she describes her clothing as a good mixture of 
“contemporary and traditional fabrics and trims.” In their journey to 
making eco-friendly products, Kapadiya said that the brand is taking  
baby steps to be sustainable. 

“We really encourage all our clients to order made to measure. That way, 
the entire outfit is made to measurement –  the fit and the proportions  
are right… and then we don’t have to invest in bringing in so many in  
stock items.” 

“For me, when I fall in love 
with outfits, that’s when  

I really enjoy it.” 

She added that this saves them from using fabric they wouldn’t need to  
use in the first place. On top of that, Dee Kapadiya packages their clothes  
in eco-friendly and sustainable materials. 

Kapadiya stressed the importance of being mindful when it comes to wasting 
product, highlighting that it’s a feature that her brand is conscious of. 

“We can do whatever it takes to minimize as much as possible,” she said. 

The brand’s other priority? Making clothing that everyone from all walks  
of life can feel great in. 

It’s important that Dee Kapadiya makes clothes that everyone can enjoy, 
“regardless of skin colour, age, size, body-type,” Kapadiya emphasized. 

“For me, when I fall in love with outfits, that’s when I really enjoy it.” 
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We have always been for the people. Our goal has always been to elevate, 
inspire and of course uplift. We have always challenged the status quo, 
broken every rule and stepped over every line to get closer to the artists. To 
understand them, to know them, to be a part of them. To embrace them. 
We have never been afraid to allow you to speak your truth, show your 
truth and be your truth. Identifying as you choose. Our creative connection 
eliminates stereotypes, bias and judgement. Efe Magazine is by artists, for 
artists, supporting all artists. This year, our covers are here to celebrate you. 
To highlight you. To showcase you. 

We took to the streets of Toronto one cold winter night to shoot our first 
ever artist feature cover. It was a Saturday night at the corner of Church and 
Front streets. Coincidentally, right outside of the “flatiron building.”  

It was lights, cameras, action. And in true hairdresser form, Sharon showed 
up like a rock star, ready to take on the world. I mean, she set the bar real 
high. She had two wardrobe changes, four pairs of shoes and one winter 
coat that she had to remove. It was so amazing to see her command 
that attention from not only the camera but the bystanders who were 
mesmerized by her.  Speaking of cameras, Kudos to our newest team 
member photographer Joanna Gray who took this night time photoshoot to 
new levels - capturing every moment that counted. We were all out of our 
element, but creatively we came together and created this…  This brought 
so much joy to my life to be able to give our platform to an artist doing 
extraordinary things.   

C O V E R  C O L L E C T I O N

COVER MODEL:  SHARON MUDAVANHU    
COVER PHOTOGRAPHY: JOANNA GRAY    

MAKE UP ARTIST: DANIKA BATTIESTE @DANIKASECRET  
HAIR: TENEAL ALEXANDER @DREAMHAIR_T    

HAIR ON PAGES 42-43: SHARON MUDAVANHU

Meet Sharon Mudavanhu.

Favorite colour is blue. Favourite time of the year is summer. She was born in 
the sunshine it gives her life. Sharon loves Christmas and eating is her family 
tradition. We asked if she had any new year’s resolutions and her 2022 goals 
are to work less, workout and work smart. Those are some pretty awesome 
goals for Brunette Specialist Sharon Mudavanhu who has been buried in 
balayage for a few years now. 

Born and raised in Zimbabwe, Sharon is Booked almost six months in 
advance with a wait list. A position many stylists work towards. 

On September 1st 2021, Sharon took a leap and became a proud owner of 
a salon suite. She had the opportunity to create and design her own space 
as she was Looking for a turn key solution to becoming her own boss while 
giving others opportunity. Sharon says “As a boss it’s important to see 
people win, even if that means venturing out on their own. Growth is growth 
we cannot forget that a boss was once an employee”. Staff should never feel 
obligated to stay.

What made you venture out on your own? 

I needed my freedom. I needed to be free to make my schedule work for me.  
Free to select my own products and my staff. Free to develop independent 
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education. Free to be a mom and also have time 
for myself. “I didn’t know how much I needed 
this until it happened for me” I love it! My clients 
love it! Their time is their time. They get all the 
attention they need. And when she’s not tending 
to her clients she is focused on developing 
stylists. This is what inspires her. She then 
started the Brunette Academy.  

Brunette Academy was created due to the lack 
of education in this category. Majority of the 
industry’s classes have always been on blonding. 
So mastering blonding was something Sharon 
did. But brunettes posed a few challenges. 
Pretty safe to say that this challenge doesn’t 
exist just in her world. And as she explored this 
further, brunettes were a pain point for not 
only colourists but for clients. So, she mastered 
it, creating better brunettes around the world. 
Being a brunette specialist brought such diversity 
to her chair. She mastered how to give brunettes 
truly what they wanted. Whether it was warm or 
cool, she made brunettes bougie. 

Sharon gave us four steps to her 
colouring process:

1.  Consultation: determine Structure 
and desired tone (based on image or 
example)

2.   Technique: mapping out placement 
to create what is seen in image 

3.  Decolourizing: understanding 
underlying pigment 

4.  Toning and after care: achieving 
desired level and home maintenance 
(@justjoshbox) 

“Find your niche, 
becomes the best at it, 
and then you can charge 
accordingly”

“I don’t have a favourite formula; I like 
to customize my colour based on the 

needs of each individual in my chair”.

Sharon also spoke on her retail venture the Just Josh Box. As home 
maintenance is key @JustJoshBox – post balayage, is for beyond the salon 
chair. Building trust and loyalty with clients and providing them with 
everything they need for home maintenance. This is something  
she created for her clients. 

What’s next for you Sharon?
“I’m going to grow my education portal and develop the next generation 
of stylists. Be it 5 or 500 – I’m happy as long as I can help someone 
advance in a positive way.”

Sharon’s First virtual class for the Brunette Academy was Dec 5th and 
straight out the gate she had over 100 attendees. We look forward to 
following Sharon as she grows and moves freely as she needed to be. 

Congratulations to you. Thank you for being the first artist to grace  
our cover.
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Thank you to our 2021 sponsors:

PMS 2695 PURPLE ON WHITE - LARGE SCALE

PMS 2695 PURPLE ON WHITE - SMALL SCALE

WHITE ON PMS 2695 PURPLE - LARGE SCALE

WHITE ON RICH BLACK - LARGE SCALE

RICH BLACK ON WHITE - LARGE SCALE

RICH BLACK ON WHITE - SMALL SCALE

WHITE ON PMS 2695 PURPLE - SMALL SCALE

WHITE ON RICH BLACK - SMALL SCALE

What are the VZN awards?
On June 12th 2022, Efe Magazine will host the 2nd Annual VZN Awards Ceremony. The VZN awards are a Canadian image-based competition 

for beauty professionals and artists across the globe, creating a new standard for industry awards. We have curated unique entrance 
categories that will allow high calibre artists to showcase their creative capabilities. Categories will include hair, makeup, music, fashion, 
dance, photography, and visual arts. The VZN awards will be an ‘Oscar-like’ event that brings creatives together to celebrate, recognize  

and acknowledge extraordinary VZN. We are proud to recognize the VZNaries within the beauty industry. 

Entrants will be judged by a diverse panel of carefully chosen, world renowned experts who are extremely successful at their crafts. 
Following mutually understood and published criteria, every entry will be judged on a 1-10 scale (10 being the highest score).  

The top scorers from the first round of judging will proceed to the next round, where the winners will be chosen. 
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Nominations:
These honours are given to artists who exceed expectations within the beauty 
industry. These artists mentor and foster new talent, change the way we see 
trends, and embrace the possibility of the future. In addition to being the 
greatest talent this industry has to offer, they are also educators of their craft, 
holding our industry to a high standard for current and future stylists. They are 
gamechangers, innovators, and visionaries. Nominees are here because you 
chose them, and our industry wouldn’t be the same without them.

Nominating submissions open January 15th closing deadline 
February 15th 2022

Rules and Regulations:
 Submission Fee is $100.00

  Entrants must be artists in the following professions: hair, makeup, music, fashion, 
dance, photography, and visual arts. The competition is open to all artists globally. 

  Artists may enter into multiple categories. However, only one entry is allowed per 
category annually. If you are using the same collection to enter another category, 
you must use a different photoset. 

  All participating stylists must be credited accordingly. Please be sure to include all 
artists’ names, roles and applicable handles. 

  Submissions must be in digital format uploaded online. All images must be the same 
orientation i.e., all horizontal or all vertical (with the exception of the photography 
categories).

  Entrants must submit high resolution photographs, as well as the original, 
unmodified photographs of their models. All submissions must contain original 
unmodified images. 

  Submitted work must have been completed at most 12 months prior to the 
submission deadline. 

  A max two-year win in any category is permitted. A category one-year grace period 
must be taken for all double winners.

  Collaboration work cannot be entered twice in the same category by different artist

  Each submission must contain three different models 

 Any entries that do not meet standard requirements they will disqualified. 

 All finalists will receive one free ticket to attend the VZN Awards

Nominating Categories:
Nominating categories are by nominations only. Individuals can  
nominate themselves.

All nominated experts must have at least 7 years experience in their practice.

Artists must receive a minimum of 5 nominations to be eligible to submit 
work. All nominated artists will be contacted by via email by February 2022. 
Nominators must provide the VZN Awards with the nominees first and last 
names, email address and Instagram handle.

Nominees must then submit three images displaying their best work.  
Before and after images are only required for the following categories:

Nail Tech of the year 

Make up artist of the year 

Extensions Specialist of the year 

Colorist of the year

Lifetime Awards:

Nominations Deadline is February 15th 2022Image Submission Deadline is March 31st 2022

JH – Joan Harrision Award

This honour is given to an industry leader (GM, Director, Sales) who 
has a positive voice, gives equal opportunity, who has created change 

and has VZN and insight to the future success of our industry. 

Joan Harrison Award (nomination): 

SD - Sabino Di Tacchio Award

This honour is given to an award-winning stylist who creates without 
limitation. An individual who continues to break boundaries, challenge 
themselves, and push the industry to see past current trends. An 
artistic leader who understands the movement and structure of all 
hair types. This individual must be a creative thinker, trend setter 
and innovator. All nominated individuals must be previously award-
winning stylists. 

Sabino Di Tacchio Award (nomination): 
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Nominating Categories:

Educator of the Year 
(nomination): 
EOTY – Educator of the Year

This honour is given to an educator who love for 
the industry is greater than the love for one’s 
self. Who has dedicated their career to aid in the 
advancement of others, who teaches until you 
learn. Shares without reservation and leads by 
example. An individual who is humble, yet fierce 
and has chosen to be a part of reinventing the 
beauty industry making small and big changes in 

lives of everyone whom path they cross.

Colourist of the Year 
(nomination): 
COTY – Colourist of the Year

This honour is given to a stylist who blends, mixes 
and paints. An individual who continues to break 
boundaries within the colour world, challenge 
themselves, and push the industry to see past 
the current colour trends. An artistic leader who 
understands the colour laws and how to break 
it. One who understands colour on all hair types, 
who mentors and teaches above and beyond 
expectations.  

 Multicultural Colourist
Submit three looks demonstrating outstanding 
colour ability. Dimension, foiling, colour blocking, 
balayage on a diverse selection of models on 

multiple hair types

Barber of the Year (nomination): 
BOTY – Barber of the Year

A barber that excels within the barbering community, while doing their part to educate and uplift the 
current and future generation of barbers. This individual has mastered the art of barbering with both 
scissor and clipper cutting. A trend setter and industry game changer; A barber who understands both  
the business and creative sides of our business. 

Stylist of the Year (nomination): 
SOTY – Stylist of the Year

An artistic leader who understands the movement and structure of all hair types. This individual  
believes with education all things are possible. An individual with an exceptional understanding of  
beauty industry concepts and how trends develop. A master of their tools, displaying excellent cutting  
and styling techniques. 

Nominating Categories:

 Multicultural Barbering  
Must submit three looks on a diverse selection of 
models with multiple hair types.

 Men’s Long Hairstyling 
Must submit three looks of current, past or future 
trends with at least shoulder length hair with 
scissors. Medium to short cuts ie: scissor over 
comb fade, waves.

 Men’s Clipper Cutting
Must submit three looks achieved only with 
clippers. ie: high-top fade, low bald fade, one  
level fade.

 New Barber (Under 3 Years)
Must be a working barber for under three years. 
Patron can enter three looks of their choice, three 
different models 

 Student Barber 
Must be an active student or apprentice for 
under 1 year. Patron can enter three looks of their 
choice, three different models 

 Braids and fades 
Must submit three looks with a combination 
of braids and fade. Extensions and hair pieces 
permitted. Three different models (with option 

for collaboration) 

 Avant Garde
Submit three looks that demonstrate fantasy 
work. Physical and digital exaggerations permitted. 
Collaboration permitted. 

 New Stylist 
Must be a working stylist for under three years. 
Patron can enter three looks of their choice, three 
different models 

 Student Talent 
Must be an active student or apprentice for 
under 1 year. Patron can enter three looks of their 
choice, three different models  

Must be a working stylist for over 7 years. Submit 
a themed collection, work that tells a story that 
can been seen through hair, make up and clothing. 

Patron can enter three looks of their choice, three 
different models. 

 Eastern Stylist

 Central Stylist

 Western Stylist

 Quebec Stylist

 Ontario stylist 
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Nominating Categories: Nominating Categories:

MUA of the Year (nomination): 
MUAOTY – Make Up Artist of the Year

This honour is given to a Make-Up Artist who has 
incredible vision, and sees the beauty within. An 
artistic leader who understands the complexity and 
composition of all skin tones. A mentor who creates 
creative spaces for new talent, educates and raises 
awareness on all beauty. (Before and after required)  

 Total Glam Make-up Artist 
Submit three looks displaying the latest make 
up trends. Three faces (no digital enhancements 
permitted)

 Multicultural Make-up Artist
Submit three looks displaying the latest make 
up trends. On a diverse selection of models 
showcasing all skin types. Three faces (no digital 
enhancements permitted)

 Avant Garde Make-up
Submit three looks displaying extreme artistic and 
creative ability. Showcase a world of make belief 
and exaggeration. Three faces, themed, total fancy. 
(Digital enhancement permitted) 

 New Make-Up Artist (under 3 years)
Artist must be working in the industry for under 
three years. Submit three looks displaying the 
latest make up trends. Three faces (no digital 
enhancements permitted)

Nail Tech of the Year 
(nomination): 
NTOTY – Nail Tech of the Year

This honour is given to a Nail technician who 
delivers incredible results without question. An 
artistic leader who understands exactly how to nail 
it. A nail design innovator who sees the nail world 
for what it can be, rather than what it is. 

 Avant Garde Nail Technician  
Submit three looks displaying extreme artistic and 
creative ability. Nails should be total make belief 
and exaggerated. Total fancy. (Digital enhancement 
permitted)

 Creative Design Nail Technician  
Submit three looks displaying artistic and creative 
ability. Three wearable looks.  

 Student Nail Technician of the Year 
Submit three looks displaying artistic and creative 
ability. Three wearable looks.  

Extension Specialist of the Year 
(nomination): 
MAOTY – Multicultural Artist of the Year

This honour is given to an individual who 
continues to break boundaries within the 
extension world. This individual knows the 
meaning of a true transformation. An artistic 
leader who understands how to extend the beauty 
within hair. An innovator to the craft, making small 
changes and creating a big difference.  (Before and 
after shoots required)

 Weaves Artists
Submit three looks that display a full or half head 
of weave. Lace front, ponytail, bangs, tape-in, etc 

 Hand-Tied Wefts Artist 
Submit three looks that display a full or half head 
of extensions. 

 Braids- Cornrow + Single Artist 
Submit three looks that display braids in any form. 
Cornrow designs, Box, twist, single etc 

Multicultural Artist of the Year 
(nomination): 
MAOTY – Multicultural Artist of the Year

This honour is given to an individual who has 
infinite knowledge on all hair types. An artist who 
can change and manipulate all hair displaying the 
many characteristic and beauty of all hair types 
have. An artist who can cut, colour and style 
according to hair needs. An artist who can truly 
showcase the beauty in differences.

Natural Hair Artist (Afro)
NHA – Natural Hair Artist

Submit three looks demonstrating the ability to 
manipulate and style natural afro hair texture. 
Patrons are to displaying the true culture and 
beauty of afro hair. No hair pieces permitted, 
extensions, weaves or clip ins. This can include 
colour and accessories.

Texture Artist (Change  
of texture)
TA – Texture Artist

Submit three looks demonstrating the 
manipulation of any hair type creating texture.  
This can include colour and accessories, 
extensions, weaves or clip ins etc

Stylist Choice (nominations)  
MUST PROVIDE PRODUCTS FULL NAME  
AND MANUFACTURER: 

Best Colour Line (nomination)

Best Hair Spray (nomination)

Best Deep Conditioner (nomination)

Best Men’s Styling (nomination)

Best Styling Products (nomination) 

Best Dry Shampoo (nomination) 

Best Oil (nomination)

Best Lightener (nomination)
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Submissions Deadline is March 31st 2022

You’ve got VZN!
Submission Fee $100.00

ALL FINALISTS WILL RECEIVE ONE FREE TICKET  

TO ATTEND THE VZN AWARDS

Visit Efemagazine.com for full rules and regulations 

Submission Instructions:

 Each HIGH RES file must be named accordingly: 

 i.e., CategoryAbbreviation_FirstName_LastName_Year 

EX: BOTY_Andrea_Sampson_21.jpg

Each ORIGINAL file must be named accordingly: 

 i.e., CategoryAbbreviation_FirstName_LastName_Year_O

EX: BOTY_Andrea_Sampson_21_O.jpg

JH – Joan Harrision Award

SD – Sabino Di Tacchio Award

EOTY – Educator of the Year

BOTY – Barber of the Year

MB – Multicultural Barbering

MLH – Men’s Long Hairstyling

MCC – Men’s Clipper Cutting

NB – New Barber

SB – Student Barber

BF – Braids and Fades

SOTY – Stylist of the Year  

AGS – Avant Garde Stylist

NS – New Stylist 

ST – Student Talent 

ECS – Eastern Canada Stylist 

CCS – Central Canada Stylist 

WCS – Western Canada Stylist 

QCS  – Quebec Canada Stylist 

OCS – Ontario Canada Stylist 

COTY – Colourist of the Year 

MTC – Multicultural Colourist 

MAOTY – Multicultural Artist of the Year 

NHA – Natural Hair Afro 

TA – Texture Artist 

ESOTY – Extension Specialist of the Year 

WA – Weaves Artist 

HTW  – Hand Tied Wefts 

BCS  – Braids – Cornrow – Single 

TGM  – Total Glam Makeup 

MMUA  – Multicultural Make Up Artist 

AGMUA  – Avant Garde Make Up Artist 

NMUA  – New Make Up Artist 

NTOTY  – Nail Tech of the Year 

AGNT – Avant Garde Nail Tech 

CDNT – Creative Design Nail Tech 

SNTOTY – Student Nail Tech of the Year

Category Abbreviations for Submissions: 

Efe magazine is proud to present the 2nd annual VZN Awards ceremony. 
We are celebrating and recognizing all things that inspire us as artists.  
All things that evokes true “VZN.” A new platform creating new 
opportunity, showcasing new talents and new winners. VZN Awards has 
curated unique categories that will invigorate the seasoned professional 
and peak the interested of new talent. We are an exciting new direction 
the industry has been waiting for... A new life and new beginnings for an 
industry that thrives from the passion artists bring.

LOCATION: 

City View Drive/Rebel Night club  
20 Polson Street, Toronto ON

TICKETS: 

March 1st 2021 $125 Early Bird 
May 1st $150  
June 6th $175 at door 

Ticket Sales Start March 1st 2022
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Dear Diary,

I’m back…Winter is almost over and I’m so so thankful. I’ve heard that 
in the winter months some people would rate their quality of life to have 
diminished. I mean how could it not! It’s dark by 5pm, plus it’s cold, 
wet and icy. I get how the whole thing can take a toll on everybody’s 
mental health. Which is why I hope everyone that is struggling is doing 
more than just managing. Note to self: Take vitamins, drink water and 
exercise. I find that feeling unmotivated in the winter is one of the 
hardest ruts I have to pull myself out of. For me, I stick to my routine, 
stay cozy and comfortable and rest when needed. We are always on 
the go as a society that we completely forget that it is okay for us as 
humans to slow down during the colder months. I find it helpful to 
remember that winter, just like darkness, doesn't last forever. They 
both come to an end sooner or later. On the bright side we are still very 
fresh into the new year. Cheers to new year, new me! Not exactly new 
me, however, I will say new year, new lessons and more growth.

Yours Truly,

Ky’ana

Dear Diary
BY  KY'ANA SAMPSON
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Efe Approved is the beauty industry’s guide for professional products 
suitable for all hair types. Here at Efe Magazine, we welcome diversity, and 
identifying textures is our specialty. We understand that product selection 
isn’t always easy. Efe Approved is a selection of professional beauty products 
tested by salon professionals on all hair types, achieving multiple styles. Only 
products with diverse capability are featured here…

Here is where you find the who, what, where and why’s to providing 
solutions for diverse hair care. Because when you truly start “addressing hair 
by texture not race” your whole world will change.  

WHO – Everyone. Diverse textures mean diverse capabilities… We discuss 
hair types from 2A – 4C giving you the insights you need to service this 
diverse world that we live in.

WHAT – A program that helps you identify brands and products that we can 
confidently recommend to clients.

WHERE – In the salon and at home haircare.

WHY – Because hair is hair and it’s time, we as an industry understand  
and address all types. 

STRAIGHT

2A 2B 2C

WAVY

3A 3B 3C

CURLY 

4A 4B 4C

COIL / KINK / ZIGZAG

DO YOU KNOW THE CHARACTERISTICS OF EACH CURL PATTERN?

GET YOUR EFE APPROVED 
SAMPLE BOX TODAY! 
www.efemagazine.com

This issue, we have the pleasure of featuring Brunette special Sharon M on our cover. 
During our interview she talked about the “pain point” of achieving a beautiful brunette 
and that this is a problem for both the stylist and client. If you haven’t read her article, 
please go check it out.

That said, for all you working to perfect a beautiful brunette, Efe Approved has the answer 
for you. If you haven’t worked with GOOD BYE ORANGE by Schwarzkopf Professional, 
it is a salon must have. This is a first for us. A shampoo that tones and softens all at the 
same time. The blue base helps to really combat that orange undertone that plagues all 
textures ranging from a level 1 to 6. For overly textured hair (3A – 4C), keeping hair within 
this colour range really helps maintain the integrity of the hair while providing nice colour 
dimension within their curl pattern. So, zero discrimination here.  The results are fast 
and long lasting. And for clients levels 7 and higher, there’s GOOD BYE YELLOW. Again, 
catering to all hair types and textures with its strong purple pigments, yellow is a thing of 
the past. For coarse, more porous hair we recommend that hair be evenly saturated prior to 
applying for even results. 

A CURL CAN DREAM hair and scalp oil is a great ‘start to finish product.’ It’s a ‘wherever 
your client needs it most’ kind of oil. Often times we run from oil to avoid weighing down 
the hair. However, when an oil is used on the right hair type, it’s the greatest solution to 
limiting frizz, heat protection and shine. We got best results working with hair types 3B to 
4A. We’re certain you know that dry hair also means a dry scalp. A curl can dream hair and 
scalp oil was light enough to lubricate the scalp with enough weight to reduce frizz and 
define curls.  

Who, What, 
Where, Why... 

APPROVED

A P P R O U V
É
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ACCOMPLISH ACHIEVE AMBITIOUS 

APPRECIATE ADVENTUROUS BALANCE 

BELIEVE BREAKTHROUGH CHARACTER 

CONFIDENCE CONQUER COURAGE 

COMPLETE CONTENT CONCENTRATE 

COMMIT COMPASSION DEDICATION 

DISCIPLINE DREAM DETERMINED 

DAREDEVIL EMPOWER ENCOURAGE 

ENDURANCE ENJOY EAGER 

EXCELLENCE ENTHUSIASM EXPERIENCE 

FAITH FIGHTER FULFILLMENT 

FOCUS FORGIVE FREEDOM 

GRATITUDE GLORY GOALS 

HAPPINESS HOPE HUMILITY 

HONESTY HONOUR HARMONY 

IMAGINATION INITIATIVE IMPROVEMENT 

INNOVATIVE INSPIRATIONAL INTUITION 

INTEGRITY KNOWLEDGE KINDNESS 

LEADER LAUGH LIMITLESS 

LOVING LEARN MOTIVATE 

MOMENTUM MISSION MINDFUL 

NURTURE OPTIMISTIC OVERCOME 

OPPORTUNITY OUTSTANDING PASSION 

PEACE PERSEVERANCE PLAN 

POSITIVE POWER PRIDE 

PRESENT PATIENCE PRIORITIZE 

RECOVER RISE RISKTAKER 

SECURITY SATISFACTION SPIRITED 

STRENGTH STRONG SKILLFUL 

SUCCESS SUSTAINABILITY TEACHABLE 

TRUSTWORTHY TRUTH VALUE 

VERSATILE VISON WISDOM 

WISE WORTHY WINNER 

WILLPOWER   

R Z C L U F M N U T G D I S E C N E L L E C X E W C T O A E L A C L G I A E T H V S K C P I G E A W

C W E S C T S Y H H D J P E X C B B E L I E V E A E B C R S Z T T V E H H U V I S O N D K E U W D W

Accomplish
Achieve 
Ambitious 
Appreciate 
Adventurous
Balance 
Believe 
Breakthrough
Character 
Confidence 
Conquer 
Courage 
Complete
Content 
Concentrate 
Commit
Compassion
Dedication
Discipline
Dream
Determined 
Daredevil 
Empower
Encourage
Endurance 

Enjoy
Eager 
Excellence 
Enthusiasm
Experience 
Faith
Fighter 
Fulfillment
Focus
Forgive
Freedom
Gratitude
Glory
Goals
Happiness
Hope
Humility
Honesty
Honour
Harmony 
Imagination 
Initiative 
Improvement 
Innovative 
Inspirational

Intuition
Integrity 
Knowledge
Kindness
Leader
Laugh
Limitless
Loving
Learn
Motivate 
Momentum
Mission
Mindful
Nurture
Optimistic
Overcome
Opportunity
Outstanding 
Passion
Peace
Perseverance
Plan
Positive
Power
Pride

Present
Patience
Prioritize 
Recover
Rise 
Risktaker 
Security 
Satisfaction 
Spirited 
Strength 
Strong
Skillful
Success
Sustainability 
Teachable 
Trustworthy
Truth
Value
Versatile
Vison
Wisdom
Wise
Worthy
Winner 
Willpower

100 Words  to Wisdom
C O M P L E T E  T H E  W O R D S E A R C H
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1-800-565-7721 | maritimebeautyshop.com
SALON 

CONSULTANT

PRODUCTS ON DEMAND FOR STYLISTS IN DEMAND

COSMOPROFBEAUTY.CAIN-STORE

C O S M O P R O F B E A U T Y . C A

@canradbeauty

F l ow us

www.canrad.com • Phone: 416-663-7373 • 1-800-268-1905 

CELEBRATING 110 YEARS

877-566-3376  | 

ABBOTSFORD  • AIRDRIE  • BURNABY  • C ALGARY  • COURTE NAY  • E DMONTON 

FORT MCMURR AY  • GR ANDE PR AIRIE  • K A MLOOPS  • KE LOWNA  • L ANGLE Y  • LETHBRIDGE

LLOYDMINSTE R  • ME DIC INE HAT  • NANAIMO  • NORTH VANCOUVE R  • RE D DE E R  • REGINA

RIC HMOND  • SASK ATOON  • SURRE Y  • VANCOUVE R  • VICTORIA  • WINNIPEG

MODERNBEAUT Y.COM
S H O P  O N L I N E  2 4 / 7  A T

partners

Education Partners
Working towards an industry of inclusion.



KINGDOMBEAUTY.COM
KINGDOMBEAUTYSUPPLIES

KINGDOM BEAUTY
SALONS | BARBERSHOPS | BEAUTICIANS

VANCOUVER
604.251.7386

RICHMOND
604.273.7288

VICTORIA
250.381.1953

CALGARY
403.367.8888

SURREY
604.882.8033

HAVE A QUESTION? GIVE US A CALL - (1  800) 738 8666

partners partners

radiantbeautysupplies.com
905.318.4051

valerieducharme.com
405-490-9030

venusbeauty.com
1.800.465.7965





# MYBELIEF# MYBELIEF

ENHANCE 
AUTHENTIC 
BEAUTY IN 
ANY MOMENT

EAU DE TOILETTE

©2021 Henkel Canada Corporation, Mississauga, ON L5N 6C3

Based on our belief in natural beauty and raw 
realness, the first Authentic Beauty Concept 
Eau de Toilette for skin and hair isn't about 
covering your own individual scent: it's about 
enhancing the notes that make you 'you'.

#AuthenticBeautyMovement.

SCAN HERE TO 
LEARN MORE

UK_ABC_CAN_EFE_TradeAds_016555_X.indd   1UK_ABC_CAN_EFE_TradeAds_016555_X.indd   1 02.12.21   07:4602.12.21   07:46

What the !?

   @efemagazine

efemagazine.com 

 Stay tuned...



SEE MORE FROM EFE MAGAZINE AT:
efemagazine.com and on social media 

  @efemagazine


